Dear Supreme World Settlement Commander

By Anna Von Reitz

By addressing these issues to your attention we do not subject ourselves nor our country. Please bear in mind that we can prove every fact and hear counsel regarding every concern:

1. The so-called American Civil War was never declared and never ended by a formal Peace Treaty of any kind. As a result, it must be considered an illegal commercial mercenary action on our shores.

2. The so-called American Civil War commenced in April 1861 as the result of actions by Abraham Lincoln, a Bar Attorney, who was precluded from holding any public office in our government as of 1819.

3. It follows that Lincoln's actions had nothing to do with us.

4. Lincoln either: (a) unlawfully occupied the Office of the President of the United States of America under conditions of deceit, or (b) Lincoln occupied the similarly named Office of President of the United States and in either case, Lincoln violated our trust and committed constructive fraud and made war on our shores in violation of our actual Constitution which provides only for mutual defense of our geographically defined states.

5. This Breach of Trust and fraud by an officer of HRM Victoria counts as one of the greatest crimes in history and it has continued to plague and confuse this nation and the world ever since.

6. At the end of the war the perpetrators of these crimes pretended to abolish slavery, while in fact enshrining slavery as a permanent part their government. Please observe Amendments 13 and 14 made to their deceptively named corporate constitution published in 1868 as the Constitution of the United States of America. By allowing enslavement of whomever they defined as criminals they allowed slavery to continue in fact and have allowed it to expand exponentially worldwide.

7. In 1933, Franklin Delano Roosevelt took office and worked another calumny upon the American states and people, making false and undisclosed claims against them and their assets and mis-characterizing them as aliens in their own country and as "US citizens". These attempts to solidifying British usurpation simply led to more fraud and more crime against the American states and people.

8. And now we come to 2017, and the same crowd of blackguards hope to confuse the American states and people with the "United States" and their criminal corporations which have run rampant over us and over many other nations, murdering and pillaging as they went.

9. The perpetrators of these crimes salted away their ill-gotten gains in accounts named after us. They did this for two reasons. If they got caught, they could claim that they were faithful servants and they did it all for us. Secondly, they did this to implicate us in their crimes; in fact, we were kept ignorant and never told about all the slush funds, trust funds, life insurance policies, and other remunerations purportedly being set aside for us.
10. It was always their intention—clearly evident now—to seek bankruptcy protection for their lawless corporations and to blame us for their spending and criminality, and then, to come back in and claim our land and our assets as “abandoned property”—as they did with the gold that Franklin Delano Roosevelt confiscated from the American states and people.

11. We have hard evidence in the public record of a vast, worldwide fraud scheme.

12. The self-evident purpose of this fraud scheme is to defraud and miss-characterize living people so as to strip them of their assets and material rights and deliver the benefits of this process to corporations —mainly to banks, but also to governmental services such as the US NAVY and agencies such as BATFE and IRS.

Now, for our questions.

A. Can a circumstance that begins with Breach of Trust and fraud and undeclared war and which proceeds with deceit and false claims ever since, be upheld as anything but more fraud, null and void from its beginning?

B. Can employees who have received their paychecks from our pockets for 150 years continue to mount an illegal insurrection against us and claim that we are their sureties against debt—and all without our knowing consent?

C. Can dead legal fictions be permitted to defraud, miss-characterize, rob, and murder living men?

D. We have suffered the longest and worst of this situation and our country and our countrymen have suffered endless predatory actions, deceits, racketeering, coercion, kidnapping, military tribunals acting under color of law as civilian courts, impersonation, press-ganging, unlawful conversion of our assets, inland piracy, and every kind of fraud—all washed down to the tune of Yankee Doodle Dandy. We claim to be the Paramount Security Interest Holders and Priority Creditors of these verminous commercial corporations and we bring proof and cause against them.

E. As the Paramount Security Interest Holders and Priority Creditors we have mandated an end to the entire system of debt slavery worldwide and required the creation of a system based on credit instead. We have also required the conversion of the central banks to a Universal B Corporation charter, so that they are compelled to benefit rather than destroy humanity. And last, but not least, we have required the chastisement and re-education of the Bar Associations and their members to make these lawless purveyors of law compliant with the actual Public Law.

F. We have imposed an International Commercial Obligation Lien on the American Bar Association and the International Bar Association, their insurers, secondary liability holders, and expediters in the amount of $279 trillion actual dollars. This is a realistic but only partial assessment of the damage these organizations have done to the American states and people and to other innocent Third Parties doing business in this country. We have exercised the lien against the offending trademarks and patents which the guilty parties have used to orchestrate and automate their crimes, thus seeking to address the crime in practical terms while recouping the losses that the victims are owed.

We would ask for your support and understanding and prompt action to indeed bring settlement of the criminality and injustices of the past.
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